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We are living in perhaps the most exciting and challenging
time in history. The acceleration of information from every
side continues to pour in while the spiritual awakening bursts
upon  us.  This  collision  of  worlds  is  ongoing  and  the
culmination at many levels is surely inevitable and no doubt
already upon us.

That humanity faces a psychopathic otherworldly driven agenda
is evident, and has been for a long time. The advancement of
technology  at  this  rapidly  rising  peak  of  this  crescendo
brings  new  dimensions  to  our  planet  and  existence.  The
ultimate power tools are now available to darkly driven forces
and we are increasingly forced to deal with them on a daily
basis as they steer towards their totalitarian nightmare.

This massive program is not a briskly brushed aside issue by
any stretch of the imagination. Too much has been at work and
covertly engineered for far too long to stop their progression
– entirely. But it is destined to fail. The question is: will
it be now?

It’s up to us.

The Struggle Is Real
Everything natural, growing and spontaneous in our marvelous
Universe  attests  to  the  eventual  downfall  of  any  and  all
controlling mechanisms. These living proofs are markers dear
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to our awakened hearts, regardless of power crazed entities’
devastating designs of oppression and genocide. Life survives,
just as plant life always comes back again despite forest
fires, volcanic eruptions or massive earth changes.

That’s the inherent nature of our wondrous creative existence.

Battles within life’s cycles clearly rage, as they do with the
varying levels of the higher conscious-being community around
us. This struggle is apparently part of how things work. No
matter how much some may attempt to over-spiritualize this
reality,  the  growth  cycle  clearly  involves  living  amidst
adversity and learning to not just survive, but cooperate in
love and harmony together despite oppositional forces.

However…

The missing factor has been doing what we can to dismantle
their destructive mechanisms. This is the stage we now find
ourselves after far too much time blindly trusting authority
and abdicating our power and capabilities to overlords, many
disguised as so-called elected representatives, while others
are outright oligarchs who’ve been in place for eons without
disruption.

How It Will Play Out
It’s clear things will get worse before they get better. While
this current world we’re confronting is simply a snapshot in
eternity, it cannot be minimized or ignored any longer. Too
many forces are in the hands of madness to not be used to some
degree. We see this in the roll out of the AI agenda as well
as the monetary, biotech and geoengineering programs, to name
just  a  few.  For  these  despotic  forces  to  not  attempt  to
utilize these insane programs, most of which are already in
process after decades of preparation, is counter-intuitive,
however nightmarish the current as well as coming effects may
be.



It’s a form of momentum and very difficult to stop altogether.
We can expose what’s going on and help people prepare as well
as speak up and fight this as much as possible. However, their
meglomaniacal designs have been going on full throttle while
humanity was lulled to sleep and distracted from seeing its
intended control and obvious violence and death fixation to
satisfy their parasitic cravings.

A fundamental truth many are uncomfortable with as true as it
is, but seeing the enemy for who they are is intrinsic to
knowing how to expose, resist and defeat them.

The Lynch Pin of Activation – Downing the Archon Agenda
On  the  bright  side,  we’re  taking  their  ill-conceived  and
wickedly intentioned construct of death and control down. One
step, one article, one video, one conversation, one awakening,
one empowerment, one loving deed, one concerned action at a
time. This is our heart cry and the calling we’re learning to
step into.

You can visualize this as the crashing of massive spacecraft
that are attempting to overtake our planet, much like we saw
in the movie Independence Day. Their eventual end will have
dire consequences on the rest of us since they’ve interwoven
their matrix of control into every fabric of human society and
even massively interfered with earth’s natural processes.

But it won’t happen unless we do our part.

Humanity  has  been  bamboozled.  Ironically,  these  archontic
entities  trying  to  control  and  manipulate  us  are  able  to
transgress in the name of “freedom” with impunity – something
these same entities loathe. Deceit is their number one tool,
as perfectly evidenced by the archon possessed Zionist agenda,
an outcropping that is so obviously wicked the entire world
structure has to deny it even exists.

Similar  to  the  bully  in  the  playground,  these  oppressive



entropic influences seek complete dominance at the expense of
everything  in  their  path.  They  create  and  promote  anger,
violence, greed and self-satisfaction to justify their own
ends like a mind worm working its way into the human psyche.
This  is  how  they  work,  softening  and  even  neutralizing
opposition of any sort.

When confronted with the full light of truth, however, they
cannot operate.

These parasites thrive on the principles of the generous life
giving nature of our creative Universe, yet want to limit that
access for others. In fact they’re insanely jealous of us.
There’s a lot to be said about this in the Gnostic texts and
other perceptive teachings everyone should be familiar with.

These archonic cryptoterrestrials in whatever form are real
and  are  behind  the  scenes  engineering  our  world  either
directly or using willing, psychopathic idiots amongst us to
manage their tasks. It’s an infestation and just as our white
blood  cells  rush  to  meet  destructive  micro  organisms  to
preserve our health and well being, so must we behave as
conscious warriors of light and true love.

On  the  Fulcrum  –  A  Golden  Opportunity  for  Drastic
Change
As  the  dystopian  skynet-type  AI  program  rolls  out  and
geoengineers,  psychoperverts  and  social  engineers  continue
seeming to implode our planet and race, we stand at an apex of
change never before seen in the history of our planet – at
least as far as we know. Perhaps we’re replaying the Atlantis
vs Lemuria scenario or the ancient Vedic wars. I don’t know,
and it doesn’t really matter, although the passing of the Kali
Yuga is extremely significant as we make this transition.

We’re  faced  with  what  we’re  faced  with  –  very  serious
challenges  and  conditions.
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I do feel strongly though that we have an opportunity of the
ages, literally. The transition to the next age is upon us but
how it comes out is up to us. We can stop the insanity of
futile cycles of history and move on to the next level, or
not. However you perceive the cycles of life, you have to
admit that humanity’s history is a sordid repeating cycle of
oppression and violence, despite humankind longing to live in
peace and harmony.

Controllers come and go at will while humanity has simply
observed and complied. This is on the precipice of being ended
if we will seize the opportunity before us. Synchronistically,
or by design, this coincides with the change of ages foreseen
by cultures of old.

The  question  immediately  arises:  Is  this  our  ultimate
opportunity to leave this repeating cycle, by standing up and
defeating  the  self  ordained  masters  of  our  race  who  have
sentenced us to this prison-like repeating cycle of abuse? A
profound thought.

I think so.

Our Potential Outcome – But It Must Be Seized
I visualize a very encouraging conclusion, although wrought
with  interim  destruction  and  tragedy,  much  like  we’ve
witnessed in various sci-fi scenarios. Their programs will
fail, but at a great price.

To be so cavalier as to think the destructive aspect would be
fully averted is nonsense to me. It’s merely wishful, blissful
thinking that fills our current outlook with mind-numbing soma
that  keeps  us  from  appropriate  action.  Just  look  at  the
constant escalation of outright war and genocide, never mind
the  geophysical,  economic  and  mad  science  manipulations
running amok. It’s not letting up.

This new agey misleading so-called “pacifist” mindset that all



is cool and everything will be taken care of by the “others” 
of whichever description, or just go “Om on the Range” while
the world crumbles, is not the case or solution by any stretch
of  the  imagination.  It’s  a  deliberately  disabling,
debilitating and ultimately destructive imposed paradigm of
social and personal disempowerment, however “cool” or trendy.
Simple research into who and what agencies and institutes are
behind these psyops movements will clarify any questions you
may have.

But ultimately those who align themselves with this feel good
gobbledygook are copping out from taking personal action and
responsibility.

It’s my understanding there is outside help available to each
of us, but it is dependent on our personal activation. To just
watch and wait is nothing less than outright complicity in
what is being perpetrated upon us.

Spiritual technologies are of course extremely important and
in fact fundamental to countering this war on humanity being
waged. I participate in many and find them very effective as
well as personally empowering.

If we’re not empowered by conscious connectivity to Source and
manifest the indomitable light of Truth and Love our efforts
will be in vain, something I and many others have pointed out
extensively. We must first be fully awake ourselves, and full
on exposure of the reality of our situation and what we’re up
against is intrinsic to this victorious overcoming.

Sorry Boys, We Woke Up and Won’t Have It
This is the fulcrum on which we are perched. Will humanity
roll  over  and  let  these  psychopathic  parasites’  designs
materialize? The answer is no.

But don’t just observe, participate. The extent of the damage
these spiritually driven psychopaths create is up to us – here



and  now.  We  can  minimize  the  damage  and  encourage  and
strengthen our progeny and brothers and sisters enormously. We
must face up to it, in any and every way possible. The ongoing
struggle is not to be dismissed in fatalism and reticence, but
active participation in full on empowered conscious awareness.

Let’s  stand  together,  courageously  and  with  dogged
determination. It is clearly our calling at this crucial time
in the history of mankind and our planet. Never fear or stand
in awe of their temporal power, it only feeds their program.

Live in light and broadcast it with abandon!

Much love always,

Zen

 

Zen Gardner is an impactful and controversial author
and speaker with a piercing philosophical viewpoint.
His writings have been circulated to millions and his

personal story has caused no small stir amongst the entrenched
alternative pundits. His book You Are the Awakening has met
rave  reviews  and  is  available  on  amazon.com.  You  Are  the
Awakening examines the dynamics of the awakening to a more
conscious awareness of who we are and why we are here –
dynamics which are much different from the programmed approach
of this world we were born into.
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